This paper summarises the main goals behind a PhD research project launched in February 2014, funded by the Brussels Institute for Research and Innovation. The research is concerned with the question of mobility of urban transport policies at various scales. Policy mobility is a process which, although described and analysed under a variety of names, essentially denotes a particular practice of policy-makers who “import innovatory policy developed elsewhere in the belief that it will be similarly successful in a different context.”¹ Existing analyses of this phenomenon focusing on urban transport have primarily scrutinised policies and practices deriving from a generically neo-liberal agenda of urban entrepreneurialism.² Within this paradigm transport is perceived not just as a framework for moving people and goods, but also a tool for increasing urban competitiveness and contributing to city brand and image. This is hoped to be


achieved through improving connectivity between strategic nodes and corridors on the one hand, and providing better access to transport for particular social groups — the more affluent city residents and users, or the “visitor class” — on the other. However, short-term gains deriving from such socio-spatial limitation are rarely confronted with possible long-term negative impact on urban development. Relevant examples of such unsustainable approach can be found across Europe: from construction of tram lines linked with real-estate speculation in Marseille, metro systems fostering gentrification in Montreal, to large-scale, airport-like high-speed railway stations in Liège or Madrid, which are poorly integrated with urban fabric and have contributed to socio-spatial segregation. In the Brussels Capital Region (BCR), the urban transport system — developed along urban entrepreneurial lines — has failed to directly address the inner-city socio-spatial inequalities. Repeatedly questioned over efficiency, accessibility and sustainability, it is rarely analysed in terms of its (deliberate?) focus on specific areas (e.g. “leverage zones” identified by the BCR’s International Development Plan) and thus a carefully selected clientele (e.g. “the mobile class”, “the eurocrats”).


The challenges that the BCR’s transport system continues to pose have inspired a scientific project that suggests to examine circulation of policy practices that are significantly different from the urban entrepreneurial mainstream. Their ‘alternative’ character may be identified in their long-term focus on the entirety of urban territory, and on all urban citizenry. Instead of relying on anticipated “trickle-down” effects stimulated by improving transport networks within spatially and socially limited “creative” clusters, their ambition is to address directly the issues of social inequality, well-being and transport poverty. Thus, instead being approached as a mere tool, urban transport is perceived as main contributor to sustainable urban development. Free public transport programmes as well as urban transformation strategies related to the Ciclovía project — two policies that the research proposes to look at — are examples of such alternative approach to transport. In the BCR context, this means a clear focus on practices and policies that not only help create a more efficient transport system, but also address help socio-spatial fragmentation, and socio-economic inequalities.

Thus, the research has four main goals:

(1) To identify and assess the depth and conditions of precise urban transport policy models showing significant potential to constitute an alternative to urban entrepreneurialism. This assessment is to be achieved by confronting existing policy practices to Henri Lefebvre’s “right to the city” – this notion thus serving here as analytical tool. Two examples of such policies are to be investigated: (A) free (zero fare) public transport, and (B) Ciclovía — a programme in which designated streets are regularly closed for motorised traffic, providing access to pedestrians and cyclists — invented in Bogota (Colombia) in
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the context of a comprehensive urban transformation based on reconstruction of
public space and promotion of a “culture of citizenship”.

(2) To document and examine the mobility patterns of each of these
policies in three geographical contexts (urban areas), by looking (inter alia) at
networks and arenas through which they are diffused and transformed, as well as
actors involved in this process, and its local and global implications.

(3) Thus, to provide a variety of actors within engaged in urban
transport policy-making in the BCR — with a comprehensive analysis of a
number of socially innovatory policy instances contributing to genuinely
sustainable urban development. However, unlike in the case of predominant ‘best
practices’ manuals and policy toolboxes, the anticipated societal value of this
research lies in providing critical insights preventing policy-makers from
simplifying, de-contextualising, or deconstructing discussed policies, hence
bearing risks of loosing ‘en route’ their alternative character.

(4) Finally, to interpret these mobilities vis-à-vis existing theories, that is,
orthodox theories of policy circulation-diffusion, contemporary studies into
mobilities of urban entrepreneurial policies, as well as recently developed
unorthodox approaches of policy mobility-mutation. Efficiency and relevance of
methodological tools offered by both orthodox and non-orthodox approaches
are to be evaluated, thereby attempting to improve the methodological
framework and the agenda for research of mobility and mutation of policy
alternatives to urban entrepreneurialism.
The urban dimension of policy mobility has been discussed under a variety of terms: from “replication,” “transfer” or “emulation” of “policies in motion” and policy benchmarks, to “fast policy transfer” and “inter-local policy transfer.” Academics have debated the need for establishing a clear definition of the process, created typologies of actors behind it, studied their different motivations, the content of the policy package that is ‘on the move’ and the exact mechanisms of policy transfer, delineating its precise stages.

However, the majority of these studies has recently been criticised for their orthodox approach to policy diffusion and transfer as a linear and mono-scalar process. Consequently, a new, ‘non-orthodox’ approach has been proposed. Inspired by reflexive science and extended case methodologies, it intends to reflect on policy mobility and mutation as a dynamic, multi-site and multi-scalar process in which not only the actual policy package, but also the
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actors and spaces involved and the very network embracing them are constantly transformed.

Furthermore, most of existing studies on transfer and mobility of urban policies have focused on models exemplifying the dominant urban entrepreneurial agendas, which lead to an ever-increasing competition between cities, thus encouraging urban authorities to seek policy examples coming from "celebrity cities" that "have managed to turn around their economic fortunes or emerge like a phoenix after crisis."\(^{18}\) Staying in tune with certain urban 'policy fashions' has become a way of achieving legitimacy as well as reassuring the voters and – perhaps even more importantly – potential new city-dwellers and investors, about the correctness of the direction the city is heading towards. These policy mobility packages tend to be composed of ready-made recipes including several 'fixes' that concentrate on a limited number of issues, such as sustainable neighbourhood development, urban renewal and large-scale projects related to sport events or culture magnets, 'starchitecture,' quality urban design, public-private partnerships, and consensus-oriented urban governance methodology. The transport policies this "extremely narrow urban-policy repertoire"\(^{19}\) involves often concentrate on limited territorial clusters and address specific social classes, possibly contributing to gentrification and the deepening of unequal access to urban transport.
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Much as there is to be learned from the orthodox approach to research on policy transfer and analyses of mainstream urban entrepreneurial policy mobility, their narrow focus has lead to a major gap in literature that this project intends to seal by incorporating elements of both orthodox and non-orthodox approaches and centring upon policies alternative to urban entrepreneurialism.

To identify such policies (goal 1), the research project builds on the theoretical apparatus provided by the concept of “the right to the city”. Formulated in the 1960s by Henri Lefebvre, the notion was originally an expression of criticism against the Fordist-Keynesian urbanism, and a demand for a radical social, political and economic change. Today it can be heard again, resounding in response to the contemporary multifaceted crisis of the neo-liberal age.

The research therefore applies the right to the city as a powerful intellectual remedy to urban entrepreneurialism. As highlighted by a number of recent re-interpretations of Lefebvre’s work — instead of adding to the list existing liberal-democratic rights, and becoming transformed into de-politicised charters and resolutions, the right to the city should be seen as delineating a strategy dedicated to transfer power over the appropriation and production of urban space out from the market’s and state’s hands, to those of inhabitants. Throughout research selected cases of urban transport policies are therefore expected to have become part of this strategy, providing a “right to totality, and
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complexity,”23 rather than a particular social or spatial fragment of the urban realm. In this view, urban transport should challenge and reach beyond existing configurations of power over all aspects of urban development — be it in its social, political, built or aesthetical dimensions — and join a call for “utopias of spatial form” (Harvey & Potter, 2011, p. 46): a new urbanity.

Each policy is thus to be screened against precise ingredients of “the right to the city”: distinguishable yet intricately related ‘rights’ which — as previous research has demonstrated24, can serve as practical analytical tools capable of exposing the relative extent of the alternative character of urban policies and models.

These tools are to be applied to analyse two specific instances of urban transport policies showing significant capacities to constitute an alternative to urban entrepreneurialism. However, a door shall be left for including other examples of a transport policies and practices alternative to urban entrepreneurialism.

(A) Free (zero-fare) public transport. Abolishment of transport fares on the one hand appears as a head-on solution to unequal access to urban transport, and a holistic and redistributive approach having a significant impact on the urban environment, and at the same time allowing to cut certain operational costs (personnel, equipment). It becoming increasingly popular, having been implemented in nearly 50 cities (approximately half of which are in Europe).25 On the other hand, in certain cases, particularly in Northern America, it has led


25 http://freepublictransports.com/city/
to a significant decrease in service quality, and the economic cost has recently forced some urban areas — for instance the municipality of Hasselt, one of the most renowned fare-free cities — to roll back the programme. In the BCR, while existing studies have analysed certain elements of free public transport policy such as free or reimbursed travelcards for particular social groups (e.g. students, commuters), possible impact of a more holistic approach has not been examined.

(B) Ciclovía — a programme in which designated streets are regularly closed for motorised traffic, providing access to pedestrians and cyclists — invented in Bogota (Colombia) to promote equal access to urban space, social capital and sustainable transport. Since its conception in 1970s, Ciclovía has gained the status of a ‘best practice’ embraced by nearly over 100 municipalities across the world, notably in Europe. Existing studies demonstrated that the lesson that came from Colombia has been adapted in a number of diverse ways; in Brussels, several small-scale adaptations of Ciclovía have been held since 2011. However, a precise examination of how and why the Ciclovía programme travels — often in disregard for its initial anchorage in comprehensive and redistributive
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strategy for public space transformation and promotion of a “culture of citizenship”\textsuperscript{31} — has not yet been carried out.

The mobility of each of these policy instances is to be documented and examined by investigating the following questions (goal 2):

- What are the extent, geographies and modalities of each policy? Through what networks does it travel and mutate? At what scales does it operate and move?

- How does the mechanism of its mutation \textit{en route} work, as it is being incorporated into existing, not necessarily flexible social and political urban systems? What is the distance between its final form in a new destination and the initial urban policy agenda \textit{in situ}?

- What formal and informal actors are involved in the process, and with what role?

- What are its local and global implications, including the impact on democratic institution-building, state/administrative reform, and (re-) construction of civil society?

- Do different sorts of mobilities of ‘alternative’ urban policies constitute a distinguishable pattern — a separable kind of urban policy mobility?

- How does its mechanism and network compare to the mobility of urban entrepreneurial policies? In other words, do urban policies alternative to urban entrepreneurialism move in alternative ways?

The empirical material concerning each policy instance is to be collected in three different geographical contexts (urban areas). Hence, six case studies will be investigated. Free public transport policies will be analysed in Tallinn.

(Estonia; the largest city thus far to have implemented the policy), Hasselt (particularly interesting due to both its benchmark-like character and recent programme suspension) and Aubagne (France). Cyclovía policies will be observed in Bogota (Colombia), Los Angeles (USA) and Brussels (Belgium).

This multi-contextual and multi-site approach is therefore likely to create additional research potential as different facets of inter-urban policy mobility in both mature and developing political and social systems may be discovered.

Methodologically, the mobility patterns of the two alternative policies are to be documented and examined using the framework presented in Table 1 below.

As the proposed methodological is framework combines both orthodox and non-orthodox approach to policy mobility research, it will enable an interpretation of urban policies alternative to urban entrepreneurialism vis-à-vis orthodox literature, contemporary studies into mobilities of entrepreneurial policies, and non-orthodox — non-linear and dialogic — approach to mobility/mutation (goal 4). Importantly, following the extended case method, the aforementioned methodology will be continuously adjusted to the dynamics of mobility/mutation of researched policies, providing a reflection on the methodological framework. Hence, a relevant and efficient methodological framework for further research agenda concerning policies alternative to urban entrepreneurialism will be constructed, thus realising the third goal behind the project.

32 Burawoy, M., op. cit.
Table 1. Proposed methodological framework for researching the mobility and mutation of urban transport policies alternative to urban entrepreneurialism.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methodological tools proposed by <strong>orthodox</strong> approach to policy mobility as well as studies into mobilities of urban entrepreneurial policies.</th>
<th>Methodological tools proposed by <strong>non-orthodox</strong> approach to policy mobility.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **12 steps of policy transfer** (Evans & Davies, 1999) | Desktop research: qualitative analysis of the discourse accompanying policy mobility/mutation. Focus on:  
- Academic publications;  
- Relevant (mass) media engaged in the process: newspapers, magazines, websites, blogs and videos;  
- Official channels of policy circulation on the local level, such as municipal policy papers and documents. |
| **1. Recognition**  
**2. Search** | Desktop research: deepened qualitative analysis of the discourse accompanying policy mobility/mutation seen as both local and transnational phenomenon. Focus on:  
- Official channels of policy circulation on the transnational level, for instance facilitated by NGOs and institutions such as World Bank and UN;  
- Unofficial channels of policy circulation, such as publications and papers issued by grass-roots and local activist groups. |
| **3. Contact** | Fieldwork. Semi-structured in-depth interviews with actors involved in the process on the policy import and export side. |
| **4. Emergence of an information feeder network** | Fieldwork. Semi-structured in-depth interviews with:  
- Actors operating alongside the process, not necessarily allocated to the policy origin or destination side;  
- Actors excluded from the process. |
| **5. Cognition & reception** |  |
| **6. Emergence of transfer network** |  |
| **7. Elite and cognitive mobilisation** |  |
Data gathered throughout the research will allow for its goal 3 to be fulfilled: authorities and institutions within the BCR will be provided with deepened knowledge concerning two socially innovatory urban transport policies: free public transport and Cyclovía. Although both of these transport

| 8. Interaction | Fieldwork:  
| Methodological tools proposed by **orthodox** approach to policy mobility as well as studies into mobilities of urban entrepreneurial policies. | Fieldwork. Further semi-structured in-depth interviews attempting to reach beyond passive observation and extend the observer to participant, leading to dialogue in which research guidelines and results are continuously communicated and knowledge is co-produced.  
| | • Qualitative ethnographic participant observations of the ‘spaces’ and ‘practices’ of the mobility/mutation process, such as conferences, official and unofficial meetings, grass-roots events and fact-finding excursions.  
| | • Quantitative questionnaires gathering information from users and participants of such ‘spaces’ and ‘policies’.  
| | • Desktop research. Qualitative analysis of actual policy packages implemented (focus on official municipal documents).  
| 11. Process | • Fieldwork. Semi-structured in-depth interviews with actors observing or accompanying policy implementation from the policy origin side, as those not necessarily allocated to the policy origin or destination side.  
| 12. Outcome | • Desktop research. Qualitative analysis of post-implementation discourse; focus on (mass) media engaged in evaluation (newspapers, magazines, websites, blogs and videos)  
| | • Fieldwork. Further semi-structured in-depth interviews with actors excluded from the post-implementation network.  
| | • Fieldwork. Semi-structured in-depth interviews with actors excluded from such ‘spaces’ and ‘policies’.  
| Methodological tools proposed by **non-orthodox** approach to policy mobility. | • Fieldwork. Semi-structured in-depth interviews with actors observing or accompanying policy package in the place of origin.  


strategies have been to an extent applied in the BCR, their full in terms of social innovation remains unused. Furthermore, no examination has been made concerning possible local and regional impact of a more profound and holistic implementation of free public transport and Cyclovía in the BCR context. At the same time, BCR’s public transport system appears not to wholly respond the socio-spatial problems within the city. Herein the research aims to provide BCR authorities and stakeholders (listed below) with:

- A toolbox for setting adequate goals for a socially sustainable urban transport;
- Precise indications concerning practical measures, solutions and actions plans to achieve these goals — deriving from observations and conclusions made in the field (urban areas selected for case studies);
- Methods of screening and assessing the outcomes of discussed policies in the light of preset goals.

These operational outcomes and tools will be transmitted to stakeholders within the BCR in the form of three deliverables, prepared throughout the course of research.

Crucially, concurring with criticism of the ubiquitous ‘best practice’ discourse, the operational outcomes of the research — unlike in the case of many policy manuals — will be anchored in a transdisciplinary, multi-contextual reflexion concerning how and why exactly the concepts of free public transport scheme and Cyclovía move and mutate from city to city. By producing new knowledge concerning networks and motivations involved, as well as implications produced, the project is hoped to avert the danger of simplifying, de-contextualising, or deconstructing discussed policies through copy-pasting of
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‘best practices.’ Herein lies the anticipated societal and political value of the project.

In sum, the originality of the research can be identified in four of its facets. First, in its object of investigation, which — unlike the majority of existing literature — does not concern mainstream urban entrepreneurial agendas, but genuine policy alternatives. Second, in its trans-disciplinary perspective on transport and its socially innovatory potential, which thus far has remained unexamined in the context of the BCR. Third, in its methodology, that analyses alternative policy models through the lens of Henri Lefebvre’s concept of the right to and city, and that confronts policy mobility with both orthodox and non-orthodox theories. Finally, the results that the research intends to produce are to contribute not only to the academic debate concerning urban policy, but also to the work of actual policy-makers on the federal, regional and municipal level, various public transport operators present in the BCR, and, last but not least, local citizen groups.